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Xtreme PRO Gamer Standing workstation

Please assemble your product on soft
surface to avoid scratches and damages
on lacquer.

The Desk You Deserve

Thank you for making StudioDesk your desk of choice!
Before beginning assembly of your stand, let s get familiar with the parts you have received in your package.
Please match the corresponding numbers on this page with the drawings.

Parts
1. Motorized Electric legs
2. Bottom desk surface
3. Middle desk surface
4. Top desk surface
5. Top shelf
6. Padded armrest
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Hardware
6

M6 Screw
8 pcs

Tools needed (Not included)
7

Pillars
4 pcs

8

Screws for wood
2 pcs 4 x 20

9

Rack rail (optional)
2pcs

10

Wooden dowel
4 pcs

11

USB HUB
1 pc

12

Screws for wood
4 pcs 4 x 25

13

Long screws
M6 4 pcs

14

Controller
1 pc
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Step One

Assemble the motorized legs as
per included manual.
Place bottom desk surface to the
floor and fix it using M6 screws as
Shown on the illustration right.
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Step Two

Fix the controller (14) to the desk
using screws for wood (8)
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Step Three

Apply only if you purchased
keyboard tray

Fix the keyboard tray side boards
to the bottom desk surface using M6
screws as shown on the illustration on
the right.
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Step Four

Turn desk to the standing position to
Continue with assembly.
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Step Five

Insert wooden dowels (10) on the
positions as illustrated on the
illustration right.
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Step Six

Optional step if you
Purchase LED lighting.

Led stripe is self adhesive.
Remove dust from the edge of the middle desk
surface. Remove small portion of the protection
paper and start sticking LED stripe on the edge of
the middle surface as shown on the illustration
left.
Refer to our video manual for more information.
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Step Seven

Optional step if you
Purchase LED lighting.

Install middle desk surface on the corresponding
wooden dowels.
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Step Eight
If you purchase LED lighting
go to step Nine and get back to this
step after installing LED Stripe

Install armrest to the main desk surface using
screws for wood. Once armrest is in the place,
install main desk surface on the top of the middle
desk surface as shown on the illustration on the
right.
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Step Nine
Optional step if you purchases
LED lighting

Carefully remove the glass from the main desk
surface and install shorter LED strip as shown in
the illustration. Connecting cable should go out
trough the hole towards down. Carefully put the
glass back in the place.
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Step Ten
Optional step if you purchase
Rack rails

Install rack rails using to the top shelf using M6
screws as shown on the illustration on the right.
Rack rail has threaded and non threaded holes.
Threaded holes should be turned towards front
and rack rails fixed trough non threaded holes to
the top shelf.
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Step Eleven

Place the pillars on the positions so the long
screws (13) can pass trough all three desk
surfaces, pillars (7) and end in the top shelf (5).
Fasten long screws using wrench tool.
Note! Washers should be used from the bottom.
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Step Eleven

As the last step, install USB hub cable inlay to
your desk and connect it to your computer.

XTCL200
Electric In Height Adjustable Desk Frame
ASSEMBLY MANUAL

Electric In Height Adjustable Desk Frame
2 lifting column 2 stages
Item
No.standard
XTCL200
Executive
GBT 33242008
GBT 33252008
EN 125212009

<<Furniture general technical conditions>>
<<Metal furniture general technical conditions>>
<<Furniture Strength, durability and safetyRequirements for domestic tables>>

Follow me
1.First check contents to make sure nothing is missing.
2.Sort out the parts and fittings as shown; assemble the product step by step.
3.It is preferable to rest the product on a soft surface to avoid damage.
4.do not tighten the screws before fully assembled. Finish with care.
5.After the installation is complete, moving products need to force to the metal stents, please do not
directly effect on the panel.
6.This product installation should be performed by adults only.
AFTER CARE
To clean metal frame using a soft cloth moistened in lukewarm soap and water .
Then buff with dry clean cloth.
Important Notice
1. Maximum load bearing 200 kg.
2. Height adjustable : 700 - 1200mm

A . Exploed view

B. Part List
1.

Adjustable foot

4pc

2.

Bottom

2pc

3.

Height adjustable

2pc

8.Power line

1pc

9. Extendable rod

2pc

10. Upper beam

2pc

4. Top support

2pc

11. M6×12 screw

32pc

5.

Control Switch

1pc

12. ST4×16 screw

15pc

6.

6Core patch cord

2pc

13.

5pc

7.

Control box

1pc

Ribbon

14. Allen key

1pc

C. Assembly
1. Install the frame work on lifting columns with Allen key ( Pic 1 and Pic 2 )

2. Install the top support with Allen key ( Pic 3 and Pic 4 )

3. Install the bottom with Allen key ( Pic 5 and Pic 6 )

4. Install the extendable rod to the hole of frame and fix it with Allen key (Pic 7 and Pic 8 )

